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Foreword
One of the key requirements on a Safety Case is that it should begin with a statement of the purpose. This
is because safety cases are normally done iteratively as a disposal project proceeds through the various
phases. In the Swiss case, the most recent full safety case was submitted in 2002 fulfilling a requirement
of the government to demonstrate the basic feasibility and safety of a geologic repository in Switzerland.
Further safety cases are in progress aimed at selection of a specific site; thereafter safety cases will be
needed for a general license, a construction and operation licenses and ultimately for a closure license.
The information in this summary is largely extracted from the documentation prepared by the Swiss
implementer, Nagra, and the regulator, ENSI, in the course of preparing and reviewing the safety cases
for a deep geological repository for spent fuel (SF), high level wastes (HLW) and intermediate level longlived wastes (LL-ILW). The original generic safety case was submitted in 2002; the regulator pronounced
it acceptable in 2005 but required certain additional points to be worked on; Nagra responded in 2008 and
ENSI commented on this in 2012. Currently Swiss safety case efforts are being devoted to assessments
intended to set priorities in the regional siting programme for deep repositories; ENSI has produced
guidance for this and Nagra is performing safety assessments based on these.
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1 Outline of project and disposal concept
All radioactive wastes in Switzerland are intended to be disposed of in a geological repository. Two
facilities are foreseen: one for spent fuel (SF), high-level wastes (HLW) and intermediate level long-lived
wastes (LL-ILW); the other for low-level wastes (LLW). Both may be at the same location, however. The
2002 safety case and the on-going Nagra work is for the former repository type. The facility is planned to
be at the depth of some hundreds of metres in a tight clay formation (Opalinus Clay) which extends over
much of Northern Switzerland; the Opalinus clay is the principal geologic barrier. The SF and HLW are
encapsulated in long lived, robust steel containers (12-14 cm thick) and emplaced axially in tunnels
surrounded by a buffer of bentonite (another type of low permeability clay). The container and buffer
constitute the engineered barriers. The ILW is encapsulated in cement and emplaced in larger tunnels
backfilled with a special mortar. The repository system and the safety barriers are illustrated below.

Figure 1 The Swiss Geological Repository Concept
(Nagra NTB 02-05 page 90)

Fig 2a The Swiss HLW and Spent Fuel Safety Barrier System
(Nagra NTB 02-05 page 91)
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Figure 2b How the Swiss SF Barrier System and it provides safety
(Nagra NTB 02-05 page 92)
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Figure 3 The Swiss ILW Safety Barrier System

2 Safety case requirements
The official Guidelines 1 of the Swiss regulator related to safety cases for geological repositories (in
German) begin by quoting high level requirements stated in the Nuclear Energy Law2. This requires that
1

ENSI (2009) Spezifische Auslegungsgrundsätze für geologische Tiefenlager und Anforderungen an den
Sicherheitsnachweis, Richtlinie für die schweizerischen Kernanlagen G03/d
2
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Geological repositories may lead to only small additional radiation doses to humans or other
species



Risks to other countries may not exceed those allowable in Switzerland



Future risks must be no greater than those accepted today



No further safety measure are needed after closure to assure long-term safety



Long-term safety is to be assured by multiple, passive technical and natural barriers

ENSI then defines specific criteria for assessing realistic scenarios for future evolution of a repository,
requiring that these scenarios be categorised as probable or of low probability:


For probable scenarios, releases of radionuclides may not lead to individual doses greater than
0.1 mSv per year



The low-probability scenarios together should not result in a risk to an individual greater than 10
per year.
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ENSI also sets numerous specific requirements related to the safety case documentation. The most
important of these are:


Safety assessments are need iteratively up to closure of the repository



The safety reports must include an assessment of the methodology and the data on which the
quantitative results are based



Alternative lines of argumentation including is possible analogue studies are needed



All uncertainties are to be identified and their consequences quantified



A scenario analysis is required and scenarios are to be selected which cover the range of
potential impacts



It should be demonstrated that the dose criteria can be satisfied for up to one million years; at
later times the levels of natural radiation should not be exceeded. It is noted that the dose
calculations are to be regarded as indicators rather than predictions



Human intrusion is to be covered – but only inadvertent intrusion, not deliberate actions; extreme
scenarios such as meteorite impact need not be treated.



The potential impacts of changes in the climate and the biosphere are to be examined, but the
impacts of radiation on humans is assumed to remain as today (i.e. there is no lower radiation
threshold at which damage occurs)

3 Role of geology to safety
The host rock is Opalinus Clay, which was chosen for the following reasons3:
 Simplicity – sufficiently homogeneous to allow confident prediction of its behaviour on the time
and space scales of interest
 Stability – tectonically stable on a timescale of the next few million year
 Plasticity/Self-sealing Capacity
 Negligible Advective Water
 No Resource Potential
 Geochemical Stability and Retention Capacity
 Engineering Feasibility
The geology contributes to safety for a variety of reasons:
1. It isolates wastes from the human environment and reducing the likelihood of any undesirable
intrusion and misapplication of the materials

3

Nagra NTB 02-05
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2. The slowness of groundwater flow and a range of geochemical immobilisation and retardation
processes ensure that radionuclides continue to be largely confined within the engineered barrier
system and the immediately surrounding rock, so that further radioactive decay takes place
3. A number of processes attenuate releases during transport towards the surface environment, and
limit the concentrations of radionuclides in that environment. These include radioactive decay
during slow transport through the barrier provided by the host rock and the spreading of released
radionuclides in time and space by, for example, diffusion, hydrodynamic dispersion and dilution.
4. The chemical environment provides a range of geochemical immobilisation and retardation
processes, favours the long-term stability of the engineered barriers, and is itself stable due to a
range of chemical buffering reactions.
Processes 2-4 above function must be understood and quantified in order to carry out the safety
assessment calculations that are a key part of the safety case. The proof that they are understood and
their numerical characterisation is brought primarily through extensive experiments and measurements in
the laboratory (often using radioactive tracers) and in the field (involving comprehensive testing in deep
boreholes into the host rock and its surrounding geological formations).
In addition, analogue evidence was put forward by Nagra to enhance confidence in the functioning of the
geological barrier. One such example is the behaviour of the rich uranium ore deposit at the 1900 million
year old Cigar Lake ore body in Canada, which was discovered only through geophysical surveys since
no enhanced radioactivity is seen at the surface. This ore body is surrounded by a low permeability clay
layer which has acted as a powerful migration barrier for the uranium atoms - just as the Swiss safety
case presumes will happen for its Opalinus clay host rock and also its bentonite clay buffer. A further
natural example is the unique uranium deposit at Oklo in Gabon which was formed about 2000 million
years ago. This is the only known instance of an ore body in which nuclear chain reactions were able to
occur naturally over a period of several hundred thousand years because the uranium (which was at that
time more highly enriched with fissile U-235) was exposed to particularly pure groundwater that acted as a
moderator and allowed a chain reaction to take place. This produced radioactive fission products exactly
the same as those in spent fuel and meticulous measurements could demonstrate that there was no major
migration of the key radionuclides away from the natural reactor site even over these immense timescales
– just as would be predicted by the models used in a safety case.

4

Role of engineered barriers to safety

The engineered barrier system (EBS) in the Swiss Concept for SF and HLW, as illustrated in section 1,
consists of the waste form, the steel canister, and the bentonite buffer. The correct functioning of the EBS
depends upon its emplacement in a suitable geology medium providing the appropriate hydrogeological
and geochemical environment. The SF and HLW waste forms are then stable in the expected
environment for many thousands of years, and the steel canisters are mechanically strong and corrosion
resistant so that they provide absolute containment for a long time. There is a regulatory requirement of a
minimum lifetime of 1'000 years, but Nagra proposes a lifetime requirement of 10'000 years to provide a
significant margin of safety. The expected rate based on present understanding is 1 – 2 µm/year; only
about 20 mm of the 120mm wall thicknesses proposed would be consumed by corrosion within 10'000
years. The bentonite buffer acts as a well-defined interface between the canisters and the host rock, with
similar properties as the host rock, and ensures that the effects of the presence of the emplacement
tunnels and the heat-producing waste on the host rock are minimal. It also provides a strong barrier to
radionuclide transport and a suitable environment for the canisters and the waste forms.
Nagra has a decades long research programme studying the performance of the engineered barriers
individually and also in combination. The investigations include small scale laboratory experiments,
underground tests in its own laboratories and in international cooperative projects, and analogues studies
on archaeological and naturals systems. The data obtained are fed into specific models of corrosion,
leaching and radionuclide transport. The recent status of modelling is described in NTB 14-094
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Nagra NTB Provisional Safety Analyses, for SGT Stage 2: Models, Codes and General Modelling Approach,
December 2014
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The efficiency of the barrier system components has been demonstrated based on the studies and
experiments referred to. Some key conclusions are:


When the SF containers and the fuel cladding fail, some radionuclides in the gap are assumed to
be released instantaneously but most are released according to the matrix dissolution rates. The
-6
5
best estimate for this rate is 10 per year , implying that it would be a million years until all of the
included radionuclides could be released into the vicinity of the canister. Of course, by then, many
will have decayed to negligible concentrations. Some of the important radionuclides are also very
poorly soluble in the repository environment so that they cannot be easily transported away in
solution.



For the estimated dissolution rates, including the effects of cracking, the HLW glasses would
5
6
dissolve at a rate of ~ 1 part in 10 to 1 part in 10 per year; again we have a release period of up
to 1 million years.



The transport through the clay buffer from the waste to the host rock is then greatly retarded by
the physical process of slow diffusion or the chemical retardation processes which have been
shown to operate in clays. Most radiotoxicity therefore decays within the SF and HLW waste
forms and within the surrounding bentonite buffer, or, for ILW, within the cementitious buffer,

The timescales over which the engineered and geological barriers operate are well illustrated in Figure 4
below (from Nagra NTB 02-05).

Figure 4 Features and processes contributing to safety and the timescales over which they operate
(Nagra NTB 02-05 page 186)

5 Risk assessment under potential future scenarios
The potential future impacts of the repository are assessed under a range of different scenarios. In the
Reference Scenario the features and processes that contribute to safety are assumed to operate broadly
as expected and conservative/realistic assumptions are made on their evolution and on the data. The
safety case also looks at "what if?" cases that address phenomena that are outside the range of
possibilities supported by scientific evidence, but involve assumed perturbations to the key properties of
the safety barriers.
Nagra presented the results of its safety analyses in separate categories: a) reference case scenarios, b)
scenarios with radionuclides released as volatile species, c) human actions and d) “what if” scenarios.
The results for the various cases, including realistic alternative developments and also parameter
variations are presented below. (The results are put into perspective by comparing them with natural
5
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background radiation in Switzerland (1-10 mSv/year)) and also with the regulatory dose limit for radiation
doses from a repository which is 0.1 mSv/year. The reference case scenarios all lead to calculated doses
that are more than one hundred times less than the dose limit, which is itself 10 to 100 times lower than
doses from natural radiation. The results of the deterministic calculations which make fixed conservative
estimates of all parameters influencing repository performance are expressed as radiation doses to
humans; the accepted conversion factor to risk of death is that 0.1 mSv/year equates to a risk of dying of
5 in one million per year.
The key results calculated by Nagra and reviewed by ENSI subsequently are summarized and illustrated
below. Figure 5 shows the example of the spent fuel base case. It is typical of almost all the calculations in
that doses occur only in the very far future and that they are due to exposure to the mobile radionuclides
such as Cs-135 and I-129, rather than to the heavy elements such as Pu-239 which are so strongly
retarded that they never appear in non-negligible concentrations in the biosphere.

Figure 5 Example of calculated doses from spent fuel repository (base case)
(Nagra NTB 02-05 page 261)

If all reasonable parameter variations are taken into consideration, there are wider ranges of calculated
doses, but, as the block labelled “Reference Case including parameter variations” in Figure 6 below
illustrates for SF, HLW and ILW, a large safety margin relative to the dose limit still results. The other
cases illustrated in Figure 6 are for plausible alternative assumptions that can be made concerning the
system behavious or evolution. Most of the alternatives lead to results that are even lower than the base
case – this is because the base case conservatively does not take credit for some mechanisms that would
clearly reduce the release rates of radionuclides, but are not weel enough understood or quantified to
allow their use in a robust base case. To illustrate this, one can look at the 2nd block, “solubility limited
dissolution”. It is clear that the very low quantities of groundwater around the waste, combined with the
know low solubilities of many elements under reducing conditions, can lead to the rate of dissolution being
restricted by the inability of the groundwater to transport away radionuclides in solution. This effect is
ignored in the base case and introducing it will allways resulti in lower final release and dose estimates.
An example with an opposite effect is shown by the final block in Figure 6, “gas induced release”. In this
case, for ILW, a scenario in which corrosion gases drive radionuclides out of the repository is not included
in the base case and the bar chart shows that, if it were, dose 10 times higher than the base case (but still
weel below the regulatory guideline) could result.
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Figure 6 Calculated dose maxima and ranges for the various conceptualisations and parameter variations
of the Reference Scenario (Base Cases marked by bold lines)
(Nagra NTB 02-05 page 281)

In addition to the reference scenarios, alternatives that could plausibly occur were also considered.


Climate effects: Alternative climates following the present inter-glacial temperate climate were
examined; a tundra scenario and full glaciation cycles were condsidered



Alternative EBS evolution: Bentonite alteration; Initial canister defects; Early canister breaching;
Waste matrix dissolution; Redox front propagation in bentonite; Increased glass dissolution; Gasinduced release of dissolved radionuclides; Gaseous release of C-14; Convergence-induced
release



Alternative geological characteristics: Alternative hydraulic conditions; Rapid transport of
volatile C-14; Heterogeneous flow; reduced path length; reduced sorption in clay OPA and
bentonite



Alternative ILW evolution: - Gas-induced release of dissolved radionuclides; Gaseous release of
C-14; Convergence-induced release; Oxidising conditions



Biosphere: Alternative discharge area



Human Actions: Borehole penetration; Deep groundwater extraction; Repository abandonment

Nagra also studied a range of "what if?" scenarios that are judged to be outside the range of possibilities
supported by scientific evidence, but would affect safety if they could occur. These hypothetical
assumptions made – and the reasons for their implausibility or infeasibility are:


high water flow rate in the geosphere (100-fold increase) – despite all measurements and
observations



transport along transmissive discontinuities in the host rock – although such features have not
been observed in Opalinus clay
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redox front penetration within the near field – although there is no plausible mechanism by which
this could occur



increased fuel dissolution (10-fold and 100-fold increase) – despite extensive laboratory
measurements



gas-induced release of dissolved radionuclides from ILW repository through ramp – no good
physical model



only unretarded instantaneous transport of carbon 14 – not scientifically credible



C released as volatile species through the host rock– not scientifically credible



combination of poor near field performance, pessimistic near field geochemical dataset,
pessimistic geosphere geochemical dataset and enhanced water flow in the geosphere –
vanishingly low probability



no advection in geosphere (diffusive transport only) – this scenario would be more positive than
the base case which pessimistically assumes that there would be some advective flow



increased cladding corrosion (spent fuel) - despite laboratory measurements



zero sorption for iodine in near field and geosphere - despite known scientific data



decreased transport distance in Opalinus Clay - despite the lack of any mechanism

All of these scenarios also lead to doses that are at most a tenth of the regulatory limit, as illustrated in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Calculated dose maxima and ranges for the “what if?” scenarios
(Base Cases marked by bold lines)
(Nagra NTB 02-05 page 306)

Finally, the results are shown below also for the human intrusion cases. The most commonly discussed
case is that of unintentional penetration of the repository by a future borehole. The results shown are for
doses to the public and not to the single driller who might be exposed by the material brought up the
borehole.

Figure 7 Calculated dose maxima and ranges for the human intrusion scenarios
(Base Cases marked by bold lines)
(Nagra NTB 02-05 page 292)

6 Conclusions
The most important conclusions concerning the safety case prepared by any repository implementer are
those that are arrived at by the regulator. In Switzerland, the conclusions drawn by the regulator, ENSI, in
its review of the safety case were as follows:
“Nagra has shown in a manner open to scrutiny that the required long-term protection of humans and the
environment can be achieved with the repository system described. The methodology used to
demonstrate safety reflects the state-of-the-art internationally. The results of the safety analyses show that
no harmful radiological impacts are to be expected from the geological repository”.
In addition to its positive assessment of the Nagra safety case, ENSI did place requirements on Nagra
following the regulatory review. These are listed below; they were all judged by ENSI in its 2012 report,
ENSI 35/14 to have been fulfilled.
Safety case requirements placed by ENSI on Nagra after NTB 82-05
 Methodology of Safety Analysis
o review the methodology for deriving assessment cases
o in-depth analysis of inadvertent human intrusion into the repository
o analysis of the influence of erosion after very long periods
o development of probabilistic methods and codes as well as further development of
instruments for sensitivity analyses
o ensuring the current state of technology and science for the methodology of the safety
analysis
 Derivation of minimum requirements for selected elements of the barrier system
o definition of minimum requirements and design criteria
 Biosphere modeling
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o
o



In-depth analysis of the effects of geomorphology and climate
in-depth analysis of the development of the concentrations of radionuclides in the various
biosphere systems
o inclusion of expert knowledge about the biosphere modeling
Models and data for the analysis of long-term safety
o further development of tools for the safety analysis
o staying abreast of current knowledge

Some wider conclusions from Swiss safety cases to date that may provide lessons for other programmes
are that:


The most formal safety case submitted to date was carried out in a specific context, the
“Entsorgungsnachweis” (proof of disposability) project which was designed to assess the technical
concept and the achievable safety levels in a particular host rock, Opalinus Clay. When the
project was submitted, Nagra also chose to couple it with a formal proposal to narrow in further
siting work to the area where the single exploratory borehole had been sunk, The regulator
declined to comment on this siting issue since it was outside the scope of the original defined
context of the safety case.



The methodology was state-of-the-art when the project was submitted in 2002; subsequently
improvements have been made in modelling capabilities etc. but the basic approach remains the
same. This illustrates that, although major methodology developments do not take place on short
timescales, a continuing effort is required to stay abreast of progress.



The review of the safety case by the regulator took several years, led to a positive result, but also
some additional requirements which again took Nagra several years to fulfil. The time required for
passing all regulatory hurdles has been underestimated, not just by Nagra, but by most advanced
disposal programs.



Currently safety cases with a different goal are in progress – namely, as input to the process of
narrowing down the number of potential repository sites. As described in this report, a repository
implementing program will go through a sequence of safety cases.



Safety cases have rarely if ever been used to give quantitative criteria which can be used to
discriminate between potential sites. It is still an open question whether this can be achieved in a
reliable manner because of the high margins of predicted safety in well-chosen candidate sites,
the achievable accuracy of input data (especially geological parameters) and the precision of the
modelling approaches. Final site selections are better based on a wider set of criteria than simply
on the numerical results of safety assessment calculations.

